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pdf download asp.net c# mvc 3 razor Syntax Error What is wrong with this syntax? I get the error 'Syntax Error' Buenas tardes
emilio: what are you doing in #ubuntu? Good afternoon yes ok - you're in #ubuntu - please keep to support topics ok does

anyone know anything about asp.net c# mvc 3 razor Syntax Error oks kevin_: can you stop that? kevin_: you're asking the same
question over and over again, and you're not helping with your problems you're just saying "I get this error" and not saying
anything else ikonia: can you help me with something? javier: look at the channel topic javier: it says if you ask an ubuntu

support question you will get help I have installed Ubuntu 13.10 and I can't use DVD playback because it says i have to have a
graphical equalizer. I have tried installing the gstreamer and gst-plugins-ugly packages but that didn't work kevin_: no, you can't

use DVD playback kevin_: that's a software/firmware/hardware limitation as you're running ubuntu you have a hardware
limitation, there is no linux software package to make that work read the topic Yes but can't I add the equalizer somehow?

kevin_: sure you can I need to enable the unity keyboard layout plugin because the default one don't work on Ubuntu 13.10.
How can I do it? ok thanks. kevin_: however there are other software limitations - you can't use complex 3d graphics or webcam

or game, etc kevin_: your hardware limitations are your software limitations
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